
 Reaction to Video Clip 

 

Imaginary Topographies

Performance scene: Why choose Bole (this particular neighborhood)? Its sort of the 

epitome of the commercialized “development” direction the city is going in. They are knocking 

down buildings, houses, neighborhoods and building high rises. In this instance I am standing in 

front of a mall with the only fancy movie theater inside. Most of my friends and I hate this area, its 

a symbol of a type of change and orientation that we would prefer not to take part in. Though a 

couple of them also really like seeing movies in this theater because it is the only place with 

Western films and is a very comfortable theater. It looks pretty different from parts of the city, I 

sort of like that it wouldn’t be what is expected for people looking at imagery of Africa (but then 

maybe this is part of why these types of things are built).  

Basically, there is a complicated mix of things going on here. Firstly, the people who come 

here are what I’ve heard deemed “Ethio-- ferenj,” who are wealthier Ethiopians who look a little 

more Western and I’ve heard described as oriented to the West culturally or as an ideal. There are 

poor beggars concentrated around the mall and the church (a recent construction), which is across 

the street. There are young people who sell things and help park cars on the street, and this is the 

place with the highest concentration of white people I’ve seen. This isn’t too many obviously, but 

they definitely frequent here (the only “outing” I went on with my uncle and cousin was seeing a 

movie here). To me then, this was a performance for many types of people; it would mean 

something different depending on who you were. Unfortunately, I came across no white people so 

part of my intended audience wasn’t there which arguably changed the purpose of the piece a bit. In 

addition I had a printed sign, in English and Amharic but it is hard to know how literate many of 

the people are especially because it is not so clear who was reading the sign.   
I was just going to stand on that platform like a stage but Amaru (one of the friend’s I stayed 

with who is actually a dp and editor) encouraged me to put on the sign before we got to the square 

and he would film while I walked over. These to me are arguably the best scenes. We see me 

moving through a cityscape in a bright blue jumpsuit and watch as people move by me occasionally 

looking at each other or laughing to themselves. It isn’t however, until the camera comes around to 

the front when I am standing on the corner that we see that there is a sign on my chest. That I am 
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doing something as opposed to just walking. I like that I pass through beggars sitting on the 

sidewalk and a neatly dressed man on his cell phone in the same instant.  

There aren’t any shots of this but its funny to me that people still called out “ferenj” even 

though I was wearing the sign. In this way I was able to acknowledge their call in a way I normally 

can’t. I did expect to get more attention than I did, especially while standing in one place. I think if I 

had done it in a different 

neighborhood I would have 

attracted more attention but 

also I would have worried a 

bit for my personal space-- --

I’m not entirely sure how 

unfounded that is, but 

attention is scary 

nonetheless. I probably 

should have stood out there for longer but I’m not going to lie, I was pretty nervous.  

I stand out intensely because of the jumpsuit, in addition to my hair and color. The choice of 

the jumpsuit I think was, a) to make a background for which the sign could be pinned, to scramble 

signs or disassociate people from reading me based on my own clothes; by wearing something 

manufactured in Addis but for purely practical use serves to render the slate that is my performing 

body, if not blank, then an obscured set of messages. At first I saw wearing a workers suit to be a 

challenge to the class distinctions present in the material wares of an individual moving through a 

city; that by wearing a jumpsuit I would be challenging peoples assumptions in regards to femininity 

and class that I carry while being in Addis. I find the jumpsuit to be a little problematic now, if only 

because I am not working class and in fact do not require a jumpsuit to do my job, even if I really 

like their style. Also, there is a moment when Amaru discusses that he heard someone say that they 

thought I was a Chinese worker. I wonder if they didn’t see the sign, or couldn’t read it-- -- which 

makes me question my assumption of literacy. Or, if I could have been a Chinese worker 

doing...what? I wonder how could the sign be interpreted if the concept of my being an artist 

wouldn’t have entered your mind? Is the association with the jumpsuit to Chinese construction (or 
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so disassociated from a white person) so strong that even if you really looked at me and you could 

tell I wasn’t Chinese, the explanation of Chinese must follow?  

Something I don’t particularly like is the time when I’m standing on the platform and the 

look on my face. I look very serious, if not melancholy and don’t make eye contact with anyone. I’m 

unsure what I would desire as an alternative though. I think I was going for a blank face, something 

neutral and also my anxiety may have been a part of it, not knowing what I would do or say if I met 

anyone’s attention. I think I may come off as a little aloof, looking up instead of forward or around 

for much of the time. This is another problem: what I am looking at for about half the video is a big 

television screen on the front of the mall. It was an easy place to rest my eyes and distract me from 

my vulnerability, allowing me to space out and not focus on anyone around me. There is a moment 

when someone looks to where I am looking, following my gaze to the screen-- -- a wholly 

unintentional move that associates me with this advert blaring above me.  

On the topic of the advertisements on the screen, we see the screen as I am walking over 

towards the mall but while I am standing on the platform the sounds take over the soundscape of the 

clip. I opted out of having this audible during the installation since I didn’t want the sound of it to 

take over the entire space, so unfortunately it has to be left to description here. One is a movie 

advertisement for an American movie with some sexual joke and the other prominent soundscape is 

this song “Hey, there Delilah” which, as most of you will know, was a mainstream alternative pop 

hit a number of years ago and has a number of cultural associations in the West. Being an over--

emotional tween infiltrates my mind and the interpretation of my gestures by those viewing the 

video in America-- -- a wholly embarrassing set of associations. In many ways the performance is 

really funny and this song lends an interesting hilarity but at the expense of something else-- -- my 

pride perhaps?  

Some of the shots were taken from a balcony of one of the malls (the stairs of which Amaru 

made me run up and down to get rid of my stomach pain). He’s shooting from in front of a photo 

studio where his friend works. Its one of those places they take those cheesy photos of people with 

choices of background and effect. It is the kind of thing that makes me really uncomfortable with 

the level of silliness (I feel toward it) that no one else seems to have any sense of. Anyway, I made 

us do a photo session and have a couple wallet-- sized photos from this. This holds something that I 
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think connects to the idea of that song I had so much trouble with, maybe something to do with 

pastiche or spectacle.  



5	  Being Called Ferenj

This idea of when you are walking down the street as a white person in Addis and people 

call out to you “Ferenjie!” (foreigner/white person) or “You!” or “Kyoe!”(light---skinned). I’ve 

been thinking about whether there is a sort of power play here, a sublimated interpersonal dynamic 

between strangers on the street, one in their home country and the other as an outsider. It’s a 

moment of being told: “You are an outsider” and “I see you.” In many ways: “Don’t feel too 

comfortable.” There is a need to call out the difference, not to let them, me, forget my position even 

as I walk down the street. Maybe there are a thousand assumptions that the Habesha41 person is 

making about why or what you are, and this depends on generations (for example the older folks 

having associations with the Italian occupation) but fundamentally the one assumption that they are 

right to make------and one that you cannot pretend away, is that you are an outsider. Something in 

the cool look, or toying calls, some space between you, filled with a history and the current actions 

of some globalized, international scene. Something I blame on a pre---established thing that others 

before and beside me have created in their faulty exchanges and which I feel I can be exempt from. 

But somehow this cannot be true, because I am inevitably a participant, willing in many ways. And 

the side of the glance, which is my presence observed, holds truth, or significance, or effect, 

whatever the assumptions are that I personally disagree with, or want to disassociate myself from. I 

can’t discount the legitimacy in the unknown Habesha’s look when they see me. 	  

I feel that in some ways it is a challenge. To me? To what? My authority, my power? A 

practice or exercise in authority------naming me. Its pointing myself out to me------who else is 

would it be for? 

I know I am white. Everyone else does-- -- so why say it? So I don’t forget that I am, 

because this is not the experience of most white people in their daily lives-- -- to know that they 

are white; to feel their skin-- -- but is it like a shell? The way some have described the feeling of 

being black in a white (American) world?  I mark the trouble with associating my experience with 

black experience in the United States. It is an entirely different set of relations. My whiteness is 

connected to a lot, my Americanness for one, feels very much a part of me, it sinks deep, no? 

41 Habesha is the word Ethiopians and Eritreans use to refer to themselves. 
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I think the double-- consciousness is on the part of the Ethiopian folks, given their long 

history as a nation-- state and their relationship to the West. From my conversations they’ve always 

looked upon the foreign people as relatively ignorant of the life and therefore unequipped to make 

any difference or constructive change.  

I showed this piece of writing to Amaru, and though he agreed with and loved the piece, he 

added that there is another dimension to the calls. This is the fact that many just desire to speak to a 

foreigner, to have spoken to one, and this is the means. I’m not quite sure how to reconcile this. I 

am of course aware of this desire through other, longer conversations with strangers (where I’ve just 

asked straight up—why are you talking to me?). I wonder if it leaves a bad taste in my mouth 

because I have the sense it gives me more power than the above formulation does.  



7	  

 

Spectatorship 

         Can I safely say this project is about myself? By doing this am I circumventing the problem 

of spectator? What I mean by this is if I am placing myself at the center of the work, then where 

does the gaze of spectator get located? If I am simultaneously reading my place as spectator and 

occupying the place of spectator then where does that leave the project? Am I simply looking at 

others looking at me as I take photographs, video, interact more generally with the place? 

 When going anywhere foreign this problem of spectator is present. However I’m wondering 

in this instance if spectator is the right word- -

brings me out, a discomfort with extracting 

myself. Does the spatiality of 

relationships breaks up this concern? If I 

want to follow the curious idea of myself as 

spectator, as tourist, as outsider (though am I an outsider if I am the subject?) there exists the 

problem of this interest as it relates to another more general one, that is, Ethiopia as a space 

among my other interests in race and conceptions of Africa. But I think my point is that it is more 

than this, it is this interest in another place read through me: me in Ethiopia. Me as  white, woman, 

occasionally calling myself artist (some discomfort in 

stratifying myself in these terms, they are useful but 

simplify perhaps). So the subject of my gaze is twofold 

when I ask how the subject of my gaze exists and is 

presented. But in questioning this, I wonder about the role 

of my Ethiopian friends and others. Are they subjects in themselves for themselves in the work? To 
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me? If I am to be central, then the problem arises that they function in service to my work, circling 

the edges of my gaze. Are they artists? Friends? Collaborators? Ethiopian bodies? Am I framing 

them? Pulling them under the umbrella of my subject matter without permission? What kind of 

permission is necessary? I have the desire to move away from the more self-‐indulgent focus that is 

so present in the writings from the summer. Towards what though? More theoretically inclined 

work? To thought dealing more directly with race and gaze?   

I found that reading “Bodily Architectures,” a review on feminism and architecture, by 

Giuliana Bruno highlights these questions with a spatiality that is missing. My analysis of it here 

allows me to return to the actual presence of myself with others, in a place. The “‘inhabiting’ of 

place” is a disruption of positioning; it points to “mobility,” “consumption,” “incorporation.” It 

destabilizes my essentializing and fixed reading (e.g. my struggle with what to do with the idea of 

spectator) by drawing out questions regarding the “changing relation between the subject and 

object of perception”-- -- which I think is what I was trying to get at above-- -- this question of what 

that is. When looked at in a spatially oriented mode, spaces can both be bridged and more apparent 

and dynamic. Writing in regards to feminist film Bruno talks of the “concern over the ‘to-- be-- looked--

at-- ness’” pointing to the “enclosed space” that the woman inhabits (she is writing metaphorically 

as well as architecturally/spatially). I’m interested in the dynamic between interior-- exterior. The 

production of self, the production of work. The discussion brings us back to “lived space.” These

“(dis)locations” (as generated by this type of thought) point to the “production of 

[positions]...subject, visitor, spectator” and what else? A “shifting” and shiftable “narrative of 

space” (Bruno 107).42

42	  I	  find	  Bruno’s	  discussion	  on	  the	  “tourist	  gaze”	  which	  I’ve	  drawn	  from	  to	  be	  useful	  to	  quote	  in	  full:	  
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The tourist should be understood as a crucial figuration in the changing relation between subject and object of perception. This 
figure abridges the distance, and perhaps the difference, between the two as it creates an "impact" on the world of objects. The 
touristic gaze essentially questions the "inhabiting" of place and the space of objects. It modifies the very idea of home, its 
immobility, its "real estate," its "alien" relation to otherness. Actively engaged in a spatial form of cognition, such a gaze affects 
the very experience of knowing and remembering. It is symptomatic of the shifting nature of the vissuto, an Italian expression 
that maps the space of one's lived experiences. As a practice, it acts upon the way we construct  a narrative of objects, our own 
narrative,  and the narrative  of identity. A milieu of traveling  cultures, tourism is thus a transitorial  "looking  space."  Against 
some current  assumptions, I view this perceptual  paradigm an epitome of the vision of our times as fundamentally spatio-
corporeal (Bruno 107). 
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#0a 
I find myself 
wanting:      a certain look      a woman in heels    looking priestly    Shime’s arm    open front

two priests,  
a woman in heels with a certain look in her eye 

man walks by  
talking to 
himself,         woman tsks  

#0b   man 
holds  
       manikin by crotch 
open front       two priests      wanting to list 

          the red x           I find myself       
    tsk 
a woman with         a certain look in her eye 
talking to himself 

   thinking about the meaning 
he stands in front of  
(“perfectly”)  
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#4	  

a lit pedestal  
 crackling holes 
   the occasional swirl a 
justifiable shape 

    highrises add a three-   
          dimensionality inflected with gold 

 light patches in the city 

     guided, seeping, 
rising, to the floor in a 
dispersal  

   not unlike muddy water 
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#1 
holds the sound  

     himself- -  
        I have held,    or forgotten 

so many variables  
of observation 

I seem to have found myself monstrously opposed- -   
Who is it that left me clinging to the arbitrary? 
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Transcription July 2013

Me: ...Continue 

Amaru: (laughs) so my grandmother they wanted to hide in the mountain the of the Golo mountain 
which is maybe 85 (km) from here, from Addis, you can see it and there is a church on the top and 
there is a crater lake. They have been hiding there with their cattle, many many of mothers and 
fathers from the countryside because they are scared of the Italians. So all the people now because 
they have seen what happened they will consider all ferenjies like Italian. Oh they are Italian. What 
are they doing here? 

Me: yea 

Amaru: Unless you explain everything or somebody has to tell them what’s happening 
now...and… you will not be considered as Italian but because your ferenjie, they think you have 
something to do here. Positive and negative.  

Me: yea 

Amaru: They can see positive and they will say, oh she is doing good here, she is helping 
others. Because they can’t see negative they will say she has something to do. 

Me: Well but I think that that thing, the mentality thing, that’s left over from colonization. Like 
they’re right. Like anyone who first comes here- - well ok I can’t say that- - but a lot of people 
that first come here they do have something- - they don’t realize it, but they do have something to 
take. 

Amaru: yea 

Me: And they have a reason for coming that isn’t only out of love or you know to take care of 
others and stuff. It’s like this other this specific- - 

Amaru: new 

Me:- - African other person is (a) special something for some and they want to...there is 
something for them...yeah maybe there is something for them here. I don’t know what it is but yeah 
hmm that’s what I’m studying in school what I’m most interested in. 

Amaru: When you go around sidist kilo see that statue and then try to watch older people... 
like I told you my father, if I take you home, in front of you they would accept you like a very good 
guest. My mother, of course, she doesn’t care anything if you’re there with me because you are my 
friend she would roll out a red carpet but my father he’s: Ferenj, what are they doing here?  
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	   17	  Orientalism as Related to...

“The fieldworker examines his tools and finds his camera inadequate. Most importantly, his very field of 
vision seems blurred. Yet he needs to come back home with a picture. It’s pouring rain out there, and the mosquitos are 
starting to bite. In desperation, the baffled anthropologist burns his notes to create a moment of light, moves his face 
against the flame, closes his eyes and, hands grasping the camera, takes a picture of himself” (Trouillot 24). 

Orientalism as outlined by Said is a field, be it in academic work or travel narrative, which 

effectually posits a way to think about “Who ‘I’ am?” in, say, England, rather than an actual 

discussion of what becomes the Orient itself (where that which becomes the Orient is how the field 

conceives of itself). I need to face this if this is what is going on. If this is not entirely true (which I 

am inclined to say) I still need to keep an eye to this tradition that precedes me. The next question 

really, is then, “Who am I in Ethiopia?” The following is a reaction to this type of question using 

Edward Said’s text.  

...so far as it has existed in the West’s awareness, the Orient was a word which later accrued to it a 
wide field of meanings, associations, and connotations, and that these did not necessarily refer to the real 
Orient but to the field surrounding the word.  

Thus Orientalism is not only a positive doctrine about the Orient that exists at any one time in the 
West; it is also an influential academic tradition, as well as an area of concern defined by travelers...readers of 
novels and accounts of exotic literature. Natural historians, and pilgrims to whom the Orient is a specific kind 
of knowledge about specific places, peoples, and civilizations. For the Orient idioms became frequent, and 
these idioms took firm hold in European discourse. Beneath the idioms there was a layer of doctrine about the 
Orient; this doctrine was fashioned out of the experience of many Europeans 
(203). 

“In discussions of the Orient, the Orient is all absence, whereas one feels the Orientalist and what 

he says as presence; yet we must not forget that the Orientalists presence is enabled by the Orients 

effective absence” (208). Though Said has been challenged on the essential nature of this argument 
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(site) I find I want to work with this point for what I am producing, if not additionally the space I 

occupy when I am in Ethiopia. In part, the Orientalist is someone specific to a practice different 

from what I am doing, he is one who derives his name from a field of inquiry he created. However 

in many ways I am playing with this notion of my effective presence. The obtuse perspective of the 

writer on the “Orient” with its constructive force circumventing its power and wiping away its 

origins is something I desire to challenge. How other then to presence my voice, my filtering 

perspective, my reading? And then, of perhaps a greater challenge, to read it through again with a 

mind to the “layer of doctrine...fashioned out of the experience of [the] many Europeans” before 

me. Maybe this act ends up being more simultaneous than organized in sequence. This work and 

the presence of the “Orient” in turn, obviously affects my experience as a member of the 

“Occident” in both how I approach my actual lived experience and how I am approached by those 

whose space I enter. I cannot exclude this determining factor, much like the “field surrounding the 

word” Orient.  

Though I’m wondering how to approach this question of absence. Faced with the challenge 

of my presence, and foregrounding my subjective experience, have I “absenced” others? Obviously 

I’m not trying to place the “Oriental”, who I seemed to have left out of my story, back in it. The 

point is to come back to subjectivity, to use subjective experience37 so that the relationship of 

Oriental and Occidental outsider gets altered, thrown out from my depiction hopefully; and if it 

shows up anywhere, highlight it, debate it, break it apart somehow. But how much have I been 

37 I tried getting others to work with me in an attempt to use their subjective experience. This was done mainly through poetry or 
“derive-- esc” exercises in the city but I was largely unsuccessful in getting others to produce things on their own. There was of course 
the limit of time and busy schedules. Translation was difficult of course, as can be noted in my multiple attempts at trying to explain 
what kind of process I wanted, but on another level, trying to explain free-- writing (in translation) to those who had never been asked to 
do so all their educational lives was a challenge, though the difficultly is interesting to consider.  
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enabled by this history and this relationship? The strength of my presence, my ability to even go to 

Ethiopia 38effectively made by this work of absence in the past- - where are the traces? Can one ever 

be fully successful in throwing out something which is perhaps fundamental to their identity, that is 

at base part of why I am making such a work?  

“Orientalism stands forth and away from the Orient…” The inevitability of a Westerners’ 

distance from a culture of which their work incorporates. Or more generally, the act of producing 

artwork, which engages with the world, in that, becoming apart from oneself. The act of depicting a 

culture whether it is your own or not, produces a position which must be dealt with in one way or 

another. To acknowledge my standing “forth and away” by instead taking a deeply personal, and in 

effect, phenomenological approach to the experience of being in, and doing work on, a region 

which has traditionally occupied the space of a distant other. Said continues, “that Orientalism 

makes sense at all depends more on the West than on the Orient, and this sense is directly 

indebted to various Western techniques of representation that make the Orient visible, clear, 

‘there’ in discourse about it” (22).  My intention then is to “unrefine” these techniques and explore 

38 
One of the things that allowed me entry into Ethiopia was my particular class and culture; and the  

thing that allows me to process in this way is my liberal arts education. I am in a way part of a transnational intellectual elite with a 
particular intellectual and cultural capital in both the U.S. and internationally.  

One form of human rights work is not unlike this. I entered into this project because there was no way I felt comfortable with 
conducting fieldwork in the traditional sense. I struggled with the form international human rights have taken in practical discourse. There 
are still "human rights" problems in the world of course and I find the debate goes sort of like, "This is wrong and this is wrong with the 
field but there’s no solution to that and I still want to help." I'm not sure if I'm engaging directly with the foundations of human rights as it 
exists now but hopefully dislodge and produce a functionally different vision of how individuals are and could be engaging with the 
themselves and the world, which includes members of the human rights community. But am I even inclined to call it a human rights 
project? Does it fall under this discipline for all that HR is an academic discipline? If I place it in another it has the potential to leave 
human rights unchallenged in the way I want. By placing it outside of HR I'm reifying the impossibility of a conceptual shift in a way. 
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alternative ways of depiction which necessarily incorporate my presence; both in the making of the 

work and my physical presence in the region. In large part I’m not concerned with a cohesive sense 

making to which the academic discipline of Orientalism claims. I find that I am acknowledging the 

dependence on the West in the type of ordering any academic or creative work made by me takes 

on. I want whatever type of sense which comes out of this to be transparent about the dependence 

on structures coming from myself generally as producer and myself as a westerner. I would argue 

that much I would desire to deconstruct will go unnoticed by me. To “re- presence” an experience, a 

place, my self in a place, is problematic (to me) in some ways. Is it that in some ways I am creating 

an imagined space much like the discipline of Orientalism? That is, one that is internally coherent 

and referential but instead here I am making no claims to objectivity? 

This leads me to another desire for this work. If something like Orientalism has impacted 

lived experience of the world and the self, the relationship to sense and order, which it (among 

other things) has set up for us, is challengeable perhaps through similar means. What I mean is an 

intentional disruption of traditional methods of work and inquiry into places outside of “The West” 

has the potential to imagine a different set of relations, to order, to people, to sense, to the self. 

Said writes:  

Everyone who writes about the Orient must locate himself vis- a- vis the Orient; translated into his text, this 
location includes the kind of narrative voice he adopts, the type of structure he builds, the kinds of images, 
themes, motifs that circulate his text- - all of which add up to deliberate ways of addressing the reader, 
containing the Orient, and finally, representing it or speaking on its behalf (20). 

I ask myself how am I located? The spatiality of this term is useful. Is narrative voice inevitable? 

How is mine functioning if I’m opting out of traditional forms? Who is my reader? Finally, I would 

like to be able to make the claim that I am making an open and honest attempt at not containing or 
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speaking on behalf of anything aside from myself. Obviously, the possibility of this is in question. 

And the limits of containment are in question. In thinking about narrative voice I am working with 

non- traditional narrative forms. Inescapably the production of this work produces a kind of 

narrated body. Even if it is amorphous, fractured, incomplete, multi- media. 

“The Orient follows (perhaps occurs within) certain distinct and intellectually knowable 

lines” (13). I want something to occur outside of these knowable lines in the cross- section of 

different methods of composition and processing. To put a finger on this something...no longer the 

Orient as thing made distinct from the scholarship helping to secure it but a coalescence of 

producer (me) and the space I’m working in; perhaps a made up space combining with the lived 

experience of my time in Addis Ababa (mixing with the historical presence of such a discipline as 

Orientalism?) as one occurrence not spatially distinct. I am presented with the challenge of how to 

maintain this in the sense of a presencing effect? I’m dealing here with the importance of space 

and location while trying to generate a temporal and spatial entanglement39 of sorts. There is a 

significance to geographically imagined structures of Orient and Occident and there is the 

significance in how at points in this project I am 3,000 plus miles from where I was born and raised. 

So it is not my desire to make this significance washed but for spatiality to be articulated and 

experienced in a different way.  

There is a level of immersion in my subjective experience and this is visible in the work I’m 

producing. In terms of my location, the spatial orientation of my position versus another gets 

collapsed somewhat. Also perhaps I’m working under the assumption that the relationship of East 

and West as it functions is highly aestheticized or is due in part to aesthetic works and so I am 

39 This word is drawn from Achille Mbembe who uses it to articulate his notions of historicity. 
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working directly through an aesthetic and poetic lens in the hopes that I can acknowledge this 

being at play in my experience while I myself produce work.   

On a similar note, Said discusses how: 

“[Dislocation] identifies the putative ground on which the Orientalist places himself so as to write about, 
legislate for, and reformulate Islam...dislocation is the epistemological passageway into his subject, and 
subsequently the observation platform from which in all his writing, and in every one of the influential 
positions he filled, he could survey Islam” 
(282).  

I find I am doing something of the inverse. An immersion, the passageway into my project, which 

involves Ethiopia and myself, is through my subjective experience. If I have an observation platform 

it does not pretend to be separate or to function so as to make me a distant surveyor of some land 

I’m in.  

But the question of dislocation is possibly different. For one, there is the obvious thing of 

being a ferenj40. As I began to discuss above, about production of work “out and away” from 

myself, I am forever dislocated in a number of spheres. In my first reading of Orientalism I wrote a 

note about double consciousness and the veil (as posed by Du Bois). Positionally, I may be 

dislocated from the local. Temporally, I am from my past experience. With this, my present location 

is different; within academia my purpose dislocates me. Besides what worries me about my 

dislocation, perhaps it functions like a double- consciousness simultaneous to a veil I cannot lift.  

40 Ferenj is Amharic, translated as foreigner or white person. 
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Haklyut, Travel Narrative, Tableau

Richard Hakluyt, a British clergyman, published a major work entitled Navigations, 

 Voiages, and Discoveries of The English Nation, first in 1589 and then an expanded 

second edition in 1598. At the time he was an advisor to the Queen in colonial affairs and the text 

was widely well received. My intention here is to discuss the nature of some of the writing 

contained within the Principall Navigations as well as to discuss how these parallel the materiality 

of the compilation itself.  

The majority of the texts in the work read as basic accounts of leagues and location, as well 

as lists of places, plants and animal life. These are generally discussed in terms of commodity, with 

regular mentions of trade and consumption. This can be seen in an excerpt from a voyage in 1553: 

 Thus sailing forward on their voyage, they came to the Ilands of Canarie, continuing their course from thence 
until they arrived at the Iland of St. Nicholas, where they victualled themselves with fresh meat…whereof is 
great plenty in that Iland, and in maner of nothing els. From hence following on their course and tarrying here 
and there at the desert Ilands in the way, because they would not come too timely to the country of Guinea for 
the heat…at length they came to the first land of the country of Guinea, where they fel with the great river of 
Sesto, where they might for their marchandizes have laden their ships with the graines of that country, which is 
a very hote fruit, and much like unto a fig it groweth on the tree (41). 

The use of the term merchandise [“marchendizes”] and the following detailed description of the 

fruit as an example, alongside geographical landmarks, points to a premise for travel and discovery 

on behalf of the Crown with goals of advancing trade. This is particularly apparent, as can be seen 

in the quotation below, when the Portuguese, Spanish, and French are mentioned. Competition 

(and distinction- making) is seen between other European nations. Among similar descriptions are 
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depictions of the people who inhabit the land. By this 1564 narrative, people have been given 

distinguishing titles such as Negroes, Caribs, and Indians, which are followed by descriptions of 

clothes, bodies, and often demeanor: 

The 25 he came to Cabo Blanco, which is upon the coast of Africa, and a place where the Portuguese do 
ride, that fish there in the month of November especially, and is a very good place of fishing, for mullet, an dogfish. 
The people of that part of Africa are tawny, having long hair without any apparel, saving before their privy members. 
Their weapons in wars are bows and arrows. The 29 we came to Cape Verde. These people are all black, and are 
called negroes, without any apparel, saving before their privities: of stature goodly men…we passed the mainland, 
and an island called Tortuga, and sailed along the coast, the captain saw many Caribs on shore, some also in their 
canoes, which made tokens unto him of friendship, and showed him gold, meaning thereby that hey would trafic for 
wares, Whereupon he stayed to see the manners of them, and for two or three trifles they gave such things as they had 
about them, and departed: but the Caribs were very importunate to have them come on shore, which if it had not been 
for want of wares to traffic with them, he would not have denied them, because the Indians which he saw before were 
very gentle people. These were no such kind of people as we took them to be, but more devilish and are eaters and 
devourers of any man they catch (108).    

Within this rather straight forward seeming motif, we find a description the content of 

which, though not style, strays beyond the mere recounting of fact. The information on the 

“Caribs” cannibalistic nature, obviously not gathered from direct from direct experience, seems to 

be from rumor. They begin to categorize the natives thus making room for himself in a sort of 

spatial sense. The implications of writing in this fashion, including that which does not stand out as 

more than a mundane recitation of what is seen, functions as more than the simple transferal of 

information.  

The use of a language of definition is, for the traveller, an act of elucidation. It functions to 

bring the foreign space into a conceptual field of knowing for the European reader and perhaps for 

the traveller himself. What will later be a literal making and taking of space is first done figuratively 

through the narrative document. This, I would like to argue, can be thought of as a form of clearing. 
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That is, a conceptual clearing of the [wild] forests of the ambiguous unknown. It is not a cleared or 

illuminated space that awaits revealing, or where “meaning” awaits revealing. I am arguing that the 

“sense” which is deemed inherent to the space once it can be seen (once it is cleared) is made 

simultaneously or through the clearing gesture.  

The space is characterized as wild before the traveller enters it, upon entering they begin to 

make sense of it through a particular system of concretizing description of the space and people. If 

one notes the first quote, there is a distinct forward motion to the travels. There is a trajectory, a 

directionality, of out and away. The author makes this particular transition using such language: 

“Thus sailing forward on their voyage…” Tearing through the unknown, the writer of the travel 

narrative gives a form of presence to the space through this process of clearing the wild thicket- -

first by deeming it wild, and then by entering and giving it sense. As Roderick Nash in Wilderness 

and the American Mind puts it, “Morality and social order seem to stop at the edge of the clearing ” 

(29). Order and therefore presence, as conceived of in a historio- temporal sense, “stop at the edge 

of the clearing”.  The more distant, the less traveled the land is, the more it is conceptualized as a 

dense thicket, temporally and historically distinct from the writer. 

This type of gaze, which the travel narrative incorporates functions as something like a 

tableau within this clearing space. In the act of conceptual clearing, the visual field as read by the 

viewer, takes on a fixed perspective that in fact tells a very particular story. Despite this authorial 

rigidity in terms of sight, the author of a travel narrative, or the editor who curated the 

compilation, are difficult to locate in the content of the text. It is as if the viewer whose perspective 

we are privy to is isolated and struck from the text. There is an illusion of documentation in the 

descriptions of the people and places. One becomes disoriented and the authorial lens becomes 
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subsumed in the density of the thicket. But for the thicket to be described in such a way, someone 

must be skirting the edge of the clearing. 

In Hakluyt’s compliation there is a perceived sense of order, which comes from one’s ability 

to take in the works as a unified whole even if the individual texts themselves are difficult to grasp 

with complete clarity. This is also due perhaps to the sheer size of Principall Navigations which in its 

original form was released in three volumes.  

Hakluyt himself had a particular editorial agenda. Through compiling disparate accounts of 

exploration of non- European lands and placing them within a British imperial context, his goal was 

to claim a national history of discovery, and thereby generate a national identity. As Mathew Day 

put it: “Hakluyt published a national collection that promoted overseas trade, colonization and 

naval strength and that called for emulative action” (302). Hakluyt was well respected, employed 

by the Church of England (Day 199) and though Hakluyt did very little traveling himself and 

certainly did not go beyond Europe, those who did often carried his text with them as something of 

a guide. If we follow the concept of a prescribed and cultivated gaze, and the notion that this was a 

text which “called for emulative action,” for a traveller to carry Principall Navigations could have 

had an immense effect on how they received the places they went. This is apparent in the trends of 

the travel narrative style. Often devised for entertainment, narratives continued conventions of 

past narratives with authors taking liberties to include, for instance, tales of mythical creatures. 

One of the texts that Hakluyt includes is that of the Voyage and Travels of Sir John 

Mandeville, Knight written in the fourteenth century and originally printed in French. There is 

debate as to whether John Mandeville actually existed but he most likely did no travelling of his 

own and instead used previously written travel narratives adding his own flourishes and re- crafting 
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hem so they seemed that he was the original recorder. One such flourish is this brief description of

a health- giving fountain: 

And whoso drinketh three times fasting of that water of that well he is whole of all manner sickness that he 
hath. And they that dwell there and drink often of that well they never have sickness; and they seem always 
young. I have drunken thereof three or four sithes, and yet, methinketh, I fare the better. Some men clepe it the 
well of youth. For they that often drink thereof seem always young- like, and live without sickness. And men 
say, that that well cometh out of Paradise, and therefore it is so virtuous (113). 

He has observed the effect of this fountain as one which keeps those who drink of it young and 

healthy, its source said to be of “Paradise.” He makes sure to vouch for this from his own 

experience of it, saying he has “drunken thereof three or four “ times and that he believes he feels 

the effects of its magical medicinal properties stating, “methinkith, I fare the better.” 

Returning to Hakluyt’s Principall Navigations, it was not simply the content of the texts 

themselves that served the political nature of the project. The Principall Navigations “created 

meaning…through its form and structure. The collection was arranged chronologically by 

geographical region. The temporal narrative transformed ad hoc accounts of individual events into 

a national history” (Day 288). Hakluyt also took on his editorial position through the use of “liminal 

devices and conventions, both within the book (paritext) and outside it (epitext), that mediate the 

book to the reader” (Day 291). It would seem that Hakluyt would be easy to locate here. I would 

like to argue, paradoxically, that Hakluyt’s subtle facilitation functioned to guide a proper reading 

similar to his own, his presence around the text body going unnoticed. For Hakluyt it is less so a 

close look at the subject itself but an admiration of his own look upon the Navigations as a whole. 

This type of look could be brought to the individual texts themselves, where the authorial lens 
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presenting itself as fact, creates a familiarized model for viewing the narrated geographic region. 

The author ‘clears space’ and writes the space he has cleared. To further the dynamic of ‘cleared 

space’, it is also a space that was often previously worked over by other travellers and myths. The 

reader is caught within the duality of a tableau admired, as it occurs on both the level of the 

Principall Navigations in its materiality and the works contained within it.45  

45 On a more personal note, I hadn’t realized the level of awareness present in the editing to such a
 detailed extent. Hakluyt was not just following a standard (one which came about “organically”), unaware of the effects on the reader or 

on the society. He was creating a standard (way of thinking) much more self- consciously than I had originally thought. He put thought 
into, format, layout- - these were tools, “features” which “shaped the reception of the text” (Day 291). Principal Navigations wasn’t an 
ad hoc, disorganized, personal project but a very calculated, detailed, rendering for a specific political purpose and audience.  In thinking 
it was disorganized I saw it as less sinister. 
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